ONYX HOSPITALITY GROUP INTRODUCES OZO
ONYX Hospitality Group unveils OZO, a mid-scale hotel experience created for those who crave the basics done right
– a good night’s sleep on a great bed, a nutritious healthy breakfast, great connectivity to the world as well as the
locale, and lots of carefully considered creature comforts designed for a restful stay.
The OZO philosophy is all about delivering restful nights, energising mornings and the tools to offer guests a quality
experience without all the fuss. Practical yet stylish, OZO exceeds expectations by offering value and comfort for
travellers looking for insider experiences.
Ensuring a good night’s sleep is at the centre of the OZO promise, so it is no surprise that the Snooze Zone is full of
sleep-inducing touches to ensure just this. The guest rooms provide a comfy haven to help guests rest, recharge and
make the most of their time in the destination, whether for work or play. Efficient layouts and functional design
ensure the guest rooms provide all that are needed, including high-quality beds with box spring mattresses, super
soft linen, flat-screen TV, multimedia panel with a variety of connectors to hook-up gizmos and gadgets,
temperature control, blackout curtains and soundproofing. Just a few of the considerate touches designed to
elevate guests to the ultimate dream state.
Whilst each OZO property is inspired by its location, the central design concept is based on simplicity, comfort,
accessibility and innovative technology. The well-thought out, imaginative details, new technology and
multi-functional spaces adjust to guests’ needs and wants, and add flair to their travel experience.
For more information about OZO, please visit www.ozohotels.com.
###
About ONYX
ONYX Hospitality Group operates several diverse yet complementary brands – Amari, Shama and OZO - each
catering to the distinctive requirements of today’s business and leisure travellers. ONYX reaches beyond its Thai
roots to offer innovative management solutions across Asia-Pacific regions. Visit www.onyx-hospitality.com.
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